Fringed sound fields and their interaction with liquid-solid interfaces.
On the one hand, it is well known that Gaussian beams possess the ability to stimulate Rayleigh waves, resulting in the Schoch effect, a lateral beam displacement. This effect, often characterized by a reflected sound pattern consisting of two anti-phase beams, is due to the re-radiation of sound because of the stimulation of leaky Rayleigh waves. On the other hand, fringed sound beams are characterized by the fact that they consist of a number of neighboring anti-phase narrow beams. They are a first approximation of a sound field originating from a phased array of harmonic vibrating crystals in which each crystal vibrates in anti-phase compared to its neighbor. The individual lobes within the fringed sound pattern diverge much less than standard Gaussian beams of the same size. The current study investigates the interaction of fringed beams with a liquid-solid interface. It is found that under certain conditions, a fringed beam, incident at the Rayleigh angle, produces a reflected sound pattern that contains a wide lobe that is not fringed. It is also shown that under other conditions, contrary to the famous forward displacement of the reflected sound for incident Gaussian beams, a strong backward displacement occurs for fringed beams.